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Esteemed delegates of the Arab 



League,  

My name is Harita Iswara, and I am your chair for your GWCIA regional body 
committee, Arab League 2020. I am a sophomore studying International 
Affairs and Arabic, and I have been involved in MUN since my sophomore 
year of high school! The issues we will be discussing at this year’s conference 
are issues that I have been following closely for the past four or so years, and 
they are definitely intense topics. My hope is that by engaging in conversation 
about the issues, you will gain a worldly view and a new perspective of the 
goings on of the Middle East. These issues have had no complete solutions 
and are always evolving into more complex conflicts with the addition of 
different factors. I am looking for plausible solutions, and I encourage you to 
be creative in finding these solutions, but I do not expect each issue to be 
solved in its entirety. My other hope is that you will all develop better public 
speaking, debating, and cooperation skills, as we are modeling diplomatic 
practices that are used in the real world. Please feel free to email me at 
hiswara15@gwmail.gwu.edu with any questions, comments or concerns.  

Best of luck, Harita  
Introductio
n:The Arab 
League is a 
body of 22 
Arab states 
in the Middle 
East and 
Africa. The 
league is  

comprised of individual committees that have jurisdiction over different areas such as 
Political  

Affairs, Economic Affairs, and Arab National Security. For the purposes of this 
conference,  

there will be a general committee that will be responsible for the debating two 
major issues  

affecting Arab states. The end goal is to reach plausible solutions based on well 
researched  



position
s.  

Issue One: The Syrian Civil 
War  

During the Arab Spring in 201l, the country fell into violent disarray as 
protesters and  

government forces clashed, and the civil war began. The religious divide between those 
in power  

and the majority of the Syrian population had historically caused sociopolitical issues. 
President  

Assad is part of the Alawite sect of Shia Islam, and the Shia, though a minority in Syria, 
hold the  

majority of power in the government. Conversely, the majority of the population are 
Sunni, and  

are not proportionately represented in the Assad regime. The protestors, mainly 
young people,  

were demanding the overall democratization of the country, and were protesting 
the Assad  

regime for its corruption, brutality and totalitarian tendencies. The regime responded by 
shooting  

protesters and imprisoning hundreds of others. From here, the war escalated, 
opposition groups  

entered the war, other countries picked sides, and the humanitarian crisis spiraled. 
Groups such  

as the Free Syrian Army, among others, militarized and engaged in war with the 
government’s  

military forces. All the while, the Assad regime began taking control over major 
cities, by the  



use of force, and consequently destroying rebel strongholds. The Arab League voted 
to suspend  

Syria from the League, and imposed sanctions. As the conflict between the 
government and its  

opposition escalated, a new threat emerged. Terror groups, mainly the Islamic 
State and Al-  
Qaeda, along with other splintered groups, began killing civilians and conquering 
territory in the  

Southern and Eastern regions of Syria. The humanitarian crisis increased in intensity 
with over 5  

million people fleeing to neighboring countries and taking the dangerous route to 
Europe through  

the Mediterranean Sea. Additionally, approximately 6 million internally displaced 
peoples  

(IDPs) remained in the terror ridden country. The United States led a coalition to 
carry out  

airstrikes against the Islamic State and its partnering terror groups, while Russia and 
Iran joined  

forces with the government. The US and its allies also began supplying the rebel 
groups with  

arms to combat the government forces. The legitimacy of alliances was called into 
question as  

civilian death tolls rose, but progress was made as the Islamic State and their allies 
were pushed  

out of different regions. The conflict still continues though there is a lesser threat 
imposed by the  

Islamic State. The work that remains is deciding upon a solution to the sectarian conflict 
between  

the government and the rebel forces, as well as finding a way to resettle the refugees 
and IDPs  



once there is political stability in the 
country.  
Current 
Situation:  

The country has seen no peace in recent months, even after a few years of 
ceasefires,  

negotiations, and unfulfilled promises. Territory has been taken and won back by 
militants, the  

government, and rebels alike. Ceasefires have provided no relief, as indiscriminate 
bombing has  

continued regardless of international intervention. Idlib province is one area that has 
been hurt  

most by the indiscriminate bombing by Russia and the Assad regime. Hundreds of 
civilians have  

been hurt as civilian targets such as hospitals and schools have been 
under attack.  



Our 
Scenario:  

The Arab League is meeting in 2020 under the current circumstances of the issue. 
There are no  

active ceasefires, and bombing is still occurring throughout all of Syria. The Islamic 
State has  

regained territory, and it maintains a stronghold over the province of 
Raqqa.  
Major Country 
Positions:  

Iraq:  

Iraq is one of the few nations in the Arab League which mainly supports the Syrian 
government  



rather than the people. Iraq abstained from voting Syria out of the Arab League. Iraq 
participated  

in its first airstrike along with the Syrian government in 2016 on ISIL and frequently 
works in  

correspondence with Iran. About 230,000 displaced Syrian refugees have moved to 
Iraq. Iraq has  

been focused less on humanitarian aid and more on the war aspect of it, as 
participating in  

airstrikes displays. The nation has seemingly worked closely and alongside 
the Assad  

government and Iranian government (allowing them to fly supplies to Syria 
through Iraqi  

airspace
).  

Syria
:  

Syria is currently engaged in a long and brutal civil war. Assad and his followers are 
part of the  

Alwite sect of Shia Islam, and the Shia make up a minority of the population. However, 
this does  

not accurately represent the majorly Sunni Muslim population of Syria. This sectarian 
divide and  

inaccurate representation exploded into a violent and terrible situation within Syria, 
following  

the Arab Spring in 2011. Terrorist organizations such as the Islamic State and 
Al-Qaeda have  

also taken the vulnerability of the Syrian civilians to their advantage and have 
shown their  



presence in Syria. Much of the Syrian population has been displaced and are fleeing 
their nation  

at an alarming rate. The civilians who are still within the country have been 
subjected to air  

strikes and a lot of fighting over the past several 
years.  

Lebano
n:  

Lebanon is a directly neighboring nation to Syria and this makes it an accessible place 
to relocate  

for frantic refugees. A quarter of Lebanon’s population right now is made up of Syrian 
refugees.  
Lebanon has officially remained majorly neutral in the war but has continually 
supplied a  

tremendous amount of humanitarian aid to Syria. In addition, the fighting from the 
war has  

actually spilled over into Lebanon quite frequently and has impacted life and safety in 
Lebanon.  

Many Lebanese civilians have shown their own support for either war effort. 
Many Sunni  

Muslims in Lebanon have gone out to fight with the Syrian rebels. On the other 
hand, many  

Shi’ite Muslims in Lebanon show support for the Assad regime of the Syrian 
government.  

Hezbollah, a Shi’a Muslim group based in Lebanon, has shown its complete 
support of the  

Syrian government. It is an active force in preventing rebel expansion into Lebanon and 
has been  

fighting the rebel 
cause.  



Saudi 
Arabia:  

Saudi Arabia has been a leading supplier of ammunition and weapons to the Syrian 
rebel cause.  

They have performed numerous airstrikes over Syria, and it has affected the 
population. Many  

people greatly question the methods of Saudi Arabia and their motivations. Saudi 
Arabia has  

brought many weapons from Croatia, through Jordan, to Syria. As of recent, Saudi 
Arabia has  

talked with Syrian Democratic Forces and has been very vocal in suggestions. As 
with most  

issues, the Saudi position carries great weight and is very influential in making 
decisions in the  

Arab League. Regarding a political solution to the issue in Syria, the Saudi 
government has  

shifted the discussion towards finding a solution to terror, whilst leaving the Assad 
regime as it  

is. Crown Prince Mohammad Bin Salman told Time Magazine in March of 2018 
that the  

possibility of Assad staying in power is very likely. This issue also serves as a 
geopolitical issue  

for Saudi Arabia, in its proxy war with Iran. Iran, a Shiite nation, is in support of Assad 
and his  

Alawite party, while Saudi Arabia is in support of the Sunni majority population. This 
proxy war  
contributes to great instability in the region because Saudi Arabia and Iran are two 
major powers  

in the Middle 
East.  



Jordan
:  

Jordan’s military began airstrikes on ISIL in 2014. Jordan has been very generous 
with the  

matter of refugees and has been willing to take in more as needed and plausible. At 
the time,  

Jordan is showing support for the rebel efforts. The Kingdom is providing supplies, 
humanitarian  

aid, and intel to the Syrian rebels. Their biggest advantage is that of graciously taking in 
refugees  

and displaced Syrians who are desperately in need of aid. In 2017, the country was 
also heavily  

involved in the creation of a de-escalation zone in southern Syria, agreed upon by the 
US, Syria,  

Russia, and Jordan itself. This zone was meant to serve as a cease-fire in the 
conflict-ridden  

Syria. The Kingdom has shifted its position on the conflict from being completely 
against the  

Assad regime, to a more softened position, encouraging a political solution to the 
issue. On the  

matter of Syrian rebels, the Kingdom believes that their presence is necessary in 
order to defeat  

extremist and militant groups. Jordan also supports the idea of allowing Syria to retake 
its seat in  

the Arab 
League.  



Egypt: The Egyptian government sides with the Assad regime and supports its 
position in the  

Syrian civil war. They have also supported Russian military intervention in the conflict 
and have  

recently become more involved in the crisis. For example, they have been hosting 
peace talks  

and negotiations between the rebel groups and the Syrian government. Egypt’s 
support of the  

Assad regime is controversial, especially when considering the positions of the 
remainder of the  

Arab League 
states.  

Kuwait
:  



Kuwait is one of the largest contributors of humanitarian aid to Syria. The 2015 
bombing of a  

mosque in Kuwait further increased its involvement in the war. A Sunni majority 
government in  

led it to a pledge of support of the Syrian rebels and opposition of the Assad regime. 
About 30%  

of Kuwait’s population is Shi’a Muslim, and the two groups have learned to 
co-exist.  
Issue Two: The War and Humanitarian Crisis in 
Yemen  

Similar to many of the issues in the Middle East, the crisis in Yemen began after the 
Arab Spring  

in 2011 and continued because of political instability and sectarian violence. A 
transition of  

power between former president Saleh to his deputy Hadi occurred after protesters 
demanded  

that Saleh step down because of his authoritarian rule over the country. President Hadi 
struggled  

to deal with the many issues he was left with, as Yemen was and is one of the poorest 
countries  

in the Middle East. Aside from corruption and the rise of jihadists, the biggest issue 
was the  

growing separatist movement in the southern region. The Houthi, a minority Shia 
group wanted  

to separate from the rest of Yemen as they felt they were not being 
represented by the  

government. Additionally, AQAP (Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula) increased its 
presence,  

adding to the significant terror threat already present in the region. In 2014 the Houthi, 
working  



with Saleh and his sympathizers took control of the Sana’a region by pushing out 
government  

forces. Meanwhile, Saleh and his sympathizers also worked to undermine the Hadi 
presidency.  

Hadi fled, and the political instability continued. International attention and 
intervention began  

with the Saudi led coalition supporting the Hadi government, and Iran supporting 
the Houthi  

rebels. Arab states assembled a rather unorganized military coalition under Saudi 
leadership to  

combat the Houthi presence, along with the AQAP. The humanitarian crisis of this 
conflict,  

however, is the most significant aspect because of its severity. After the Saudi coalition 
created a  

blockade at Hodeidah, the most major port city in Yemen. Aid was cut off because 
of Iran’s  

support of the Houthi rebels. The country has been at risk of famine, with almost 85,000 
children  

dying of hunger. 80% of the country needs aid, the largest outbreak of cholera in 
history has  

occurred, and thousands have been killed in airstrikes, with 65% of the strikes being 
from the  
Saudi led coalition. There needs to be a humanitarian solution, a political solution, and 
an end to  

terror
.  



Current 
Situation:  

The crisis in Yemen is currently the largest humanitarian crisis in the world. 60% of 
people are  

jobless, 5 million children are without education, and thousands are starving. The 
bombing  

continues and humanitarian aid is low, but agencies are trying hard to reach the 
neediest.  

Our 
Scenario:  

The Arab League is meeting in 2020 under the current circumstances of the issue. The 
Saudi-led  

Coalition is still carrying out its airstrike campaign. Humanitarian aid is still 
blocked from  

entering through the port of 



Hodeidah.  

Major Country 
Positions:  

Iraq:  
Iraq’s significance in the Yemen crisis is a middle ground for US troops in the region. 
US troops  

are located in Iraq, aiding in the fight against the Islamic State, so the US considers 
any attacks  

on Iraq an attack on the 
US.  

Yemen
:  

The crisis in Yemen began with the Arab Spring of 2011 and has gradually 
progressed to a  

concerning severity. Similar to the war in Syria, the conflict in Yemen is due to 
sectarian  

violence between the Sunni and Shia sects. The Yemeni government is Sunni and 
the Houthi  

rebels are a Shia group. The government is against the rebels’ separatist movement 
and has been  

relying on Saudi Arabia and outside powers for assistance in defeating the 
opposition. On the  

humanitarian side, approximately eighty percent of the population is in need of 
assistance. There  

was an enormous cholera outbreak, and starvation is 
rampant.  
Saudi 
Arabia:  

Saudi Arabia is on the side of the Yemeni government and is supporting it 
through its  



international coalition. They have been launching air strikes against the Houthi 
rebels and  

supplying weapons to the Yemeni government. The war in Yemen is also a proxy war 
between  

Saudi Arabia and Iran because of the sectarian divide. Saudi Arabia’s support of 
the Sunni,  

Yemeni government, while Iran has been accused of perpetuating the conflict further 
through its  

military support of the Shia, Houthi 
rebels.  

Egypt
:  

As part of the Saudi-led coalition, Egypt supports the Yemeni government in its fight 
against the  

Houthi rebels. Egypt is also responsible for monitoring important ports in the Red Sea, 
to protect  

Arab oil 
supplies.  

Kuwait
:  

Kuwait is in the middle of the conflict between Saudi Arabia and Iran, as it holds strong 
ties with  

both nations, and thus has held middle ground in Yemen. It has contributed jets to 
the Saudi  

coalition for 
airstrikes.  
Good Resources for You to 
Use:  

• BBC  



• Al 
Jazeera  
• PBS  
• Human Rights 
Watch  
• UN affiliated 
sites  
• Your country’s websites – 
policies  
• Arab League voting records – for your specific 
country  
• UN voting records – for your specific 
country  

My Sources: 
https://www.cnn.com/2013/07/30/world/meast/arab-league-fast-facts/index.html 
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-14703995 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/dec/30/arab-spring-aftermath-syria-tunisia-egy
pt- yemen-libya 
https://www.worldvision.org/refugees-news-stories/syrian-refugee-crisis-facts 
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/interactive/2015/05/syria-country-divided- 
150529144229467.html 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-yemen-security-timeline/timeline-yemens-slide-into-p
olitical- crisis-and-war-idUSKCN1R20HO 
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-29319423 
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-14095300\ 
http://www.internationalaffairs.org.au/australianoutlook/kuwait-political-violence-syrian-w
ar/ https://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/15/magazine/the-hezbollah-connection.html 
https://www.mei.edu/publications/jordan-softening-stand-syrian-regime 
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/syria/2017-02-12/egypt-picks-sides-syrian-war 
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/fikraforum/view/egypt-and-assad-calculations-prag
matism- and-morality 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-yemen-security-egypt/egypt-voices-concern-over-red
-sea- security-after-houthi-attack-idUSKBN1KY1XQ 
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/harrowing-photo-shows-syrian-girl-s-attempt-sav
e- infant-sister-n1034891 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-iran-drones/from-iraq-to-yemen-drones-raise
-u-s- alarm-over-iranian-plans-idUSKCN1UC1X4 
https://medium.com/county-prep-chronicle/the-war-on-children-the-biggest-victims-of-th
e- yemeni-crisis-667fb74a6c48 
https://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/news-centre/speeches/2019/mission-to-ye
men.html  


